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		Vic Zoschak, Commander:
In these days of internet bookselling, with thousands of booksellers listing millions
of books for sale, it is said to be successful in such a competitive environment, one
must routinely offer
		
1. the cheapest copy, or,
2. the best copy, or,
3. the only copy.
Here at Tavistock Books, we prefer, when able, to pursue the 3rd option as our primary business para-			
digm, for, by definition, the 3rd tenet encompasses the first two. Here then is our Summer list, which is 		
comprised of 30 items, each of which is the only copy currently offered on the market.* Or, borrowing 		
Peter Howard’s slightly more emphatic expression, “Find Another!”
We time the issuance of this list to coincide with the convening of this year’s RBMS Conference, whose 		
attendees we welcome to Oakland, home of the World Champion Golden State Warriors, and a scant
2 mile 51A bus ride from Alameda, where one will find Tavistock Books, soon to celebrate our 18th an-		
niversary on Webster Street. We also welcome your visit to our shop, should you care to come browse 			
15,000 other books, et al, in addition to the 30 found in this catalogue.
Enjoy- both the list, as well as your stay in Oakland, should you be one of the many visiting our lovely 		
San Francisco East Bay.
* a recent point-in-time determination made by searching viaLibri.net, with the full realization that the 		
market is dynamic, and other copies may come & go over a given period of time.

Message from Aide-de-Camp, Margueritte / Ms. P:
		
You know in movies when someone is leaving on a trip or whatnot and
they leave a note for their loved one that says something pretty dumb like, “I’ve never
been one for goodbyes... I could not bear to see your sad face as I got on the train...”?
		
Well I’m not like that. In fact, I wish that I could see everyone’s faces as I pass
by on that train. I want tears. And a parade. But I will settle for tears. After two years
as an apprentice to Vic Zoschak at Tavistock Books, I will be taking a more backseat/behind the scenes role in the
business.
		
A good number of years ago I was studying abroad at Royal Holloway Academy, outside of London,
and I would often take weekend treks into the city. On one of these trips I got lost in Soho and found myself wandering down a street covered in antiquarian book stores. I had no idea that bookselling was a “thing.” I had worked
in a Barnes & Noble... I had assumed that was the extent of the book trade in the 21st century. I had no idea how
wrong I was. I made a point to go and lurk around Marchpane every chance I had. I got back to the US, finished my
schooling, and with the help of some very kind bookselling friends was able to find myself a position in this seemingly exclusive club of (what I thought was) men in smoking jackets with British accents (be they actually British or
not). To my utter surprise, there are so many different types of amazing people in the Antiquarian Book Trade, and
I am very proud to have been a small part of their lives for a time. I have been with Tavistock Books for 2 years now,
and I can safely say that they have been two of the most educational, life-changing and challenging years of my life.
I moved 3,000 miles away from my home, and do not regret it for a second. I wish to thank you all for reading these
catalogues (and therefore keeping my job alive), scanning our blogs and sending your inquiries. Without you, this
amazing group of people would not be able to do what they do.
		
I considered writing my usual humorous poem, but instead will be serious for once (no laughing at my
attempt) and will leave you with this, one of my favorite quotes from one of my favorite children’s stories...
			
“How lucky I am to have something that makes saying goodbye so hard.”
										- Winnie the Pooh
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1. “Thou canst not joke an enemy into a friend...”
Wanna bet?

- FINE PRESS -

[Benjamin Franklin. 1706 - 1790]. A[lfred]. Edward Newton
[1864 - 1940] & Co. John Sloane - Engraver. The WISDOM
Of FRANKLIN. Philadelphia: A. Edw. Newton & Co., (n.
d.). Unpaginated, all pages printed recto only. Oblong format:. Stiff buff covers, color illustrated, edges decoratively
cut. Tied with light green ribbon. . Moderate wear to covers
(some scuffing and light soiling to front cover), paper lightly
age-toned. A VG example. [ID: 41318]
1st printing.
									

This small, tie-closure booklet contains pages of
quotes and sayings by Benjamin Franklin, American philosopher, author, economist and one of the Founding Fathers
of the United States. Newton, being based in Philadelphia
(where Benjamin Franklin spent much of his life), was no
doubt inspired by the famous printer and political theorist a Renaissance man similar to Newton himself.
Rare.
					$450.

2. No, not Depressing at all

- AMERICANA [Songster - Gold Rush Broadside]. The DYING CALIFORNIAN.
New York: Andrews, Printer, 38 Chatham St., (n. d.). Single sheet,
printed recto only. Decorative border to edges. 9-1/4” x 5-3/4”.
Buff printed paper. . Wear includes rubbing, 3 foldlines (tender
and some parts detached, with some very light loss to text), some
light foxing and age-toning. Withal, a delicate, about VG example. [ID: 41369]
Ca. mid 1800s. “Lay up nearer, brother, nearer, for my
limbs are growing cold,/ And thy presence seemeth dearer when
thy arms around me fold./ I am dying, brother, dying, soon you
will miss me in your berth,/ And my form will soon be lying
beneath the ocean’s briny surf.” Songster is 8 stanzas of 4 lines
each. Stanford University’s Green Library attributes authorship to
Catharine Harris.
		
OCLC records 7 holdings
of this edition (Yale, NY Historical Society, Mid Tennessee State,
UBC, UCLA, Cal State & the
American Antiquarian Society).
Rare in the trade.
			$250.

3. “Dior considered the 1950s to be the Golden Age of
Couture, and the drawings herein definitely express his
influence on feminine fashion.”
[Fashion/Fabric Trade Catalogue]. SOCIETE PARITYS Et Les TISSUS
LEBOTYS. Collection Été 1957. Paris: Societe Paritys, 1957. 104 pp,
printed in red on stiff-stock paper. 16 color fashion drawings; 897 [of
898], tipped-in fabric samples. Folio. 16-1/4” x 12-1/8”. Publisher’s color pictorial glazed boards, post binder; 3 brass posts, decorative screw
tops. Red cloth joints. . Some general extremity wear to binder, with
slightly bumped corners. Occasional dust soiling. Minor foxing. Overall
VG, with cloth samples generally VG+ to Nr Fine, with the occasional
crease to the odd sample or two. [ID: 41355]
No copies located on OCLC, nor the major French institutions (as
searched on KVK).
									$2,450.

- FASHION -

1st printing thus. An exceedingly scarce and beautiful salesman sample
catalogue issued by the Societe Paritys, noted supplier of fabrics and haberdashery
for haute couture and ready to wear fashions in mid-century Paris. The 1950s were
a decisive period for French fashion, and reflected the dynamic fashion designs of
Pierre Balmain, Christian Dior, Jacques Griffe, Hubert de Givenchy, and Pierre
Cardin. Founded in 1946, the Paritys had moved rapidly into supplying fabrics
for not only French fashion houses, but also worked to meet the demands of the
burgeoning ready-to-wear movement, represented by Jacques Fath, Robert Piguet,
Paquin, Carven, and Jean Desses.

The designs and fabrics for this summer catalogue display the
heavy influence of Dior reflecting his ideals of full skirts & hourglass
silhouettes, with percale, bustier-style bodices, hip padding, waspshaped dresses, as well as the flowing excess of fabrics in his designs.
Dior considered the 1950s to be the Golden Age of Couture, and the
drawings herein definitely express his influence on feminine fashion.
This lavish display of mid-century fabrics include beautifully woven
cotton & linen blends, silk blends, mohair, tweeds silk mohair blends,
nylons, Lebotys rayons, satins, percales, laces and much more. Of particular interest are the designs and samples for wedding dresses.

4. Vidal Sassoon is
Rolling over in His Grave
Defoe, Daniel [c. 1660 - 1731]. White, George G[orgas. d.
1898] - Illustrator. The LIFE And SURPRISING ADVENTURES Of ROBINSON CRUSOE. Beadle’s Dime Classic
Stories. New York: Beadle and Company, 98 William and 41
Platt Streets., [1867]. 54, [2 (blank)] pp. Text double column.
Illustrated with full-page wood engraved frontispiece & 26
intratextual cuts by White. 8vo. 9” x 5-11/16”. Original publisher’s printed orange paper wrappers, with frontis engraving
duplicated on front wrapper. . Some modest wear & soiling to
wrappers. Bookstore stamp to beginning & terminal blanks. A
respectable VG+ copy. [ID: 37006.1]
Reprint edition, ca March 1867. First issued in December 1864 from 118 William St. Date of this copy inferred from
rear wrapper advert. The only title Beadle issued in this series.
Johannsen states, “All issues are rare.”
							$450.

- LITERATURE -

- ALCOHOL -

5. Very Dirty with Extra Olives, please!

Boulestin, X[avier]. M[arcel. 1878 - 1943]. WHAT SHALL WE
HAVE To DRINK? London: William Heinemann Ltd., 1933. xiii,
[1], 85, [1 (blank)] pp. Orange and black engraved frontispiece.
7-1/2” x 5”. Maroon cloth binding, gilt stamped lettering to spine
and design to front board. . Modest wear to binding (some light
rubbing, spine sunned). Paper slightly age-toned. Withal, a VG+
example. [ID: 41375]
Rare in the trade.
$175.

“There is, no doubt, room for another book, especially when this thin volume
is simply a little handbook, a guide to better drinking, containing just enough facts,
dates, rules and hints to interest everybody who is not a stern teetotaller. I feel that
not much has been done in that respect for the man or the woman who can only buy a small quantity at a time. When they begin
to know a little more about wine, their appreciation will increase
accordingly together with their enjoyment and their health. So
wine-drinking should be encouraged in the same way that we try all
the time to induce people to be more civilised, to have better meals,
to live a more decent life, to appreciate better things altogether - it
should be encouraged because it is pleasant and it is healthy.”

6. “Thick fingers indicate a desire for the good things,
pleasures and luxury.” Thin fingers do too then, I
suppose, given my love of silk and caviar...
Whitman Publishing Company. A BOOK Of PALMISTRY. A
Simple Compilation of Simple Facts for the Every Day Reader.
With Illustrations. Racine, WI: Whitman Publishing Company,
(1926). 56, [4 (blank)] pp. Many b/w illustrations throughout.
9-3/8” x 6-1/4”. Color illustrated paper-covered boards. . Moderate wear to boards (rubbing to edges, some scuffing and light
soiling). Light age toning to paper. Withal, a VG example. [ID:
41370]
					$75.
No institutional holdings located on OCLC. Rare.

- POTPOURRI -

7. It amazes me how much effort goes into the logging
community. Mind blown.

- MACHINERY -

[Trade Catalogue]. WILLAMETTE LOGGING ENGINES. Willamette Iron and Steel Works Manufacturers. Portland, Oregon. Portland, Oregon: Press of
Sweeney, Varney & Straub., 1915. 100 pp. Profusely illustrated with b/w photographic images. Oblong format:
7-3/4” x 9-13/16”. Light brown paper wrappers, with black
printing & red embossed company logo to front wrapper.
. Some modest soiling to wrappers. Faint crease to foreedge. A solid VG copy. [ID: 41321]
1st printing thus. No copies located on OCLC,
with just one similar company catalogue found thereon,
from 1925.
							$495.

8. Fifty whole items of “Unusual Americana”?!?!
Well that’s a horse of a different color!

- BOOKS-ON-BOOKS [The Rosenbach Company]. RARE BOOKS RELATING To
The AMERICAN INDIANS And The EARLY SETTLEMENT Of The WEST To WHICH Are ADDED FIFTY UNUSUAL ITEMS Of AMERICANA. Catalogue No. 4, February 1907. Philadelphia: The Rosenbach Company, 1907. 50 pp.
7-1/2” x 5-1/2”. Grey printed paper wrappers. . Moderate wear
to wrappers (age-toning and rubbing to edges). Withal a VG
example. [ID: 41373]
1st printing. Rare in the trade.						
						$150.

9. Someone please explain to me how Lard
has less Calories than Cereal

- POTPOURRI -

National Live Stock and Meat Board. FOOD VALUE CHARTS. Nutritive Values of
Common Foods Presented in Graphic Form. Chicago, IL: National Live Stock and
Meat Board, (1946). 8 pages. Many color illustrations (of different types of food groups)
throughout. 29” x 20-1/4”. Blue paper covers (and blue pages within), printed with yellow
ink and tied with a white cord at top center of all papers. . Moderate wear to covers and
paper (some scuffing, soiling and rubbing to edges). Some curling to pages due
to past rolling. Withal, a VG example. [ID: 41388]
“Fourth Edition”. 							$425.

Includes pages on “Food Values - Protein” (Protein Builds the Body, Repairs
Body Tissues, Builds Resistance to Infection, Supplies Heat and Energy), “Food
Values - Calories” (Calories Measure of Heat or Energy, Produced by Food in
the Body, Needed for Work and Play), “Food Values - Calcium” (Calcium Builds
Strong Bones, Builds Sound Teeth, Regulates the Body), “Food Values - Phosphorus” (Phosphorus Builds Strong Bones and Teeth, Builds other Body Parts, Regulates the Body), “Food Values - Iron and Copper” (Iron Builds Rich Red Blood, is
Needed for Carrying Oxygen to all Parts of the Body), “Food Values - Vitamins
(Promote Growth and Protect Health). Also includes small white printed pamphlet “Food Value Charts - Presenting in Graphic Form the Nutritive Value of
Common Foods” from 1934 with similarly illustrated (though in b/w) charts are
found within.
No institutional holdings of this educational chart (of any edition) to OCLC. Rare.

10. To the Inventors of the “Blue Book” exam booklets:
Thanks for nothing.

- TYPOGRAPHY -

[Paper Company Sample Catalogues -- Counter Display]. PAPER For PRINTERS And ADVERTISERS.
BOOK: Coated Book, Plain Book, D.E. Text. BOND: Writing, Vellum, Ledger. THIN PAPERS: Mimeo
Ditto, Safety, Label Papers. COVER. BLANKS. BRISTOL: Tag, Press Board. BLOTTING. [Indianapolis,
IN]: C. P. Lesh Paper Company, [1959]. Seven volumes: 28 divider leaves, 121 paper samples; 31 divider leaves,
116 paper samples; 35 divider leaves, 136 paper samples; 26 leaves, 106 paper samples; 25 divider leaves, 73 stiff
cover samples; 33 divider leaves, 131 paper samples; 9 divider leaves, 35 blotter sample leaves. Divider leaves
printed on a thick black-colored card stock, and the paper, cover, and blotter samples in diverse colors spanning
the spectrum, as are the paper textures. Oblong 8vo: 5-1/4” x 8-3/4”. Paper samples uniformly bound in red limp
vinyl softcovers, silver lettering to covers & spines, each bound w/ pivot post at upper left corner so the entire
textblock can swing up from the covers by sections, metal ring attached to
each spine to facilitate removing the
volumes individually from the custom
display shelf. The beautiful mid-century modern aluminum case is 8.5 x
11.75 x 9 in. deep, with sleek ribbed
aluminum sides, black rubber feet, red
vinyl backing, and bottom. . Occasional ‘thumbing’ smudge to paper. Overall, a Nr Fine set. [ID: 41277]
1st edition thus.
				$995.

The C.P. Lesh Paper Company was founded in 1895 by Charles
P. Lesh, and soon became one of the largest paper dealers in the state
handling supplies for both printers and publishers. They are perhaps
best known for developing the Blue Book exam books marketed for college-level essay exams across the country. At the time this sample case
was produced, Perry Lesh, the founder’s son was President of the company, with the firm continuing as a family operation until the 1970s.
This a company supplied set of paper salesman sample catalogues, issued to, per the salesman’s information card, to one Lee
White. The card further indicates this sample case was placed in the
Portland Office Supply Company, in Portland, Indiana in June, 1959.

The case a superbly engineered example of mid-century
modern industrial design. The paper samples provide an invaluable reference to the bonded papers, book papers, stiff paper covers, card stock, TAG boards, and blotters available during that era.
A rare survivor.

11. Had I known about the skunk problem I
never would have left Florida

- CALIFORNIANA Leach, Frank A[leamon. 1846 - ]. WILD LIFE In CALIFORNIA. Some
of its Birds, Animals and Flowers. Oakland, CA: Tribune Publishing
Company, 1921. 109, [3 (blanks & contents)] pp. B/w intratextual illustrations throughout. 10” x 6-7/8”. Light grey printed paper wrappers. .
Moderate wear to wrappers (age toning & rubbing to edges, some light
foxing). Foxing to textblock edges. Withal a VG+ example. [ID: 41303]
1st book edition.
			$125.

“Mr. Leach has produced something which any naturalist or lover
of the open places would be proud to call his own. He has written with
charm simplicity, knowledge and a literary finish which give his studies
an uplifting quality, for both old and young folk.” Rare in the trade.

12. “...the electric Cable, which now connects GB with the US...
whose friendship is founded upon their common interest...”
Good to know that they weren’t still bent out of shape
about that Revolutionary War thing

- AMERICANA -

[Historical Ephemera]. The ATLANTIC CABLE. Laid Aug. 4, 1858. Thompson,
Ct., August 18, 1858. Thompson, Ct.: Printed by J. J. Mason, 1858. Broadside,
printed with green ink. 14” x 4-1/4”. Age-toning & soiling. 4 horizontal fold-lines,
which have old tape reinforcement on the verso. Withal, Very Good. [ID: 41342]
1st printing. 								$1,995.
		
The laying of the transatlantic telegraph cable was an engineering feat of the
first magnitude, and was initially accomplished by Cyrus West Field and the Atlantic
Telegraph Company. While this 1858 effort
lasted barely a month before failure, as a
‘proof of concept’ effort, it was invaluable.
Its more successful successor would come a
decade later.
This broadside begins by confessing the local populace’s sceptical reception to the
news of the cable’s successful deployment, followed by the confirming text of the 3 first
messages transmited: “THE FIRST MESSAGE!” as well as “THE QUEEN’S MESSAGE TO
PRESIDENT BUCHANAN” and the “PRESIDENTS REPLY”.
Reputedly, this broadside came from the Morse family estate, relatives of Samuel
Morse the inventor of the telegraph, though this bookseller was unable to confirm this particular provenance. No copy recorded on OCLC. A very rare printed survivor documenting
an event that effectively shrank the western world.

13. Top row, third from the left,
is the happiest man I have ever seen

- POTPOURRI -

[Commissioning Photograph]. U.S.S. WORDEN - DD 352. Bremerton, Wash.: 1935. Framed: 20-1/2” x 7”. Period silver & black
wooden frame. . Images slightly yellowed, but otherwise clear, with good detail. A Very Good example of a rare photograph. [ID:
33724]
						$395.
The Worden, a Farrragut-class Destroyer, received 4 battle stars for her WWII service; she was built at the Puget Sound
Navy Yard, Bremerton, commissioned on 15 January 1935, with CDR. Raymond Earle Kerr commanding. Worden eventually
was assigned San Diego as home port, though with the coming of the war, in October 1939 ,she sailed for Pearl Harbor. Worden
was one of the few ships to escape damage on 7 December 1941. Worden continued to operate in the Pacific until late 1942,
when she returned to San Francisco as escort to the battleships IDAHO & PENNSYLVANIA. Worden’s next assignment area,
the Aleutians, was to be her last... while in Constantine Harbor, Amchitka Island, a strong current swept her into the rocks that
breached her hull beneath the engine room, causing a complete loss of power. She eventually broached & broke up in the surf. 14
lives were lost, and the ship a total loss. Worden’s name was struck from the Navy rolls on 22 December 1944.
This a very early photograph of the ship, along with images of the Commissioning Crew [141, each image with the individual’s name underneath]. The official website for the ship does *not* show this image.

14. Somehow I feel like this illustration will come
back to haunt me tonight
Clyde, Kit. BORN To Be A SAILOR; or, Bob Dare’s Life on the Water. The Five Cent Wide Awake Library. No. 790. Vol. 1. New York:
Frank Tousey, 1887. 13, [3] pp. Adverts last 3 pages. 11-1/4” x 7-7/8”.
Printed paper wrappers. Rear advert lists to # 788 in the series. .
Age-toning, disbound, otherwise Very Good. [ID: 41335]
1st printing. OCLC records 1 holding institution [NIU].
							$85.
“‘Mother, don’t you hear the merry cry of the
sailors hoisting the sails, the happy clinking of the
capstan as the anchor is weighed, and the mischievous
rattling of the blocks? Ay, I am going on the deep blue
sea, in the gallant old clipper, Sally Jane, dear mother,
and a sailor I will be if...’ With canvas all furled, while
the billows up-boiled... Coming up the surf-washed
strand was a mooney-faced man of very elongated and
shambly proportions, and the fa-away glance in his
bulgy eyes was fixed on a maiden of graceful form,
who wore a white-braided sailor suit...”

- LITERATURE -

15. Somehow I feel like if I painted beautiful postcards of
my townhouse and messy bedroom no one would care

- POTPOURRI -

de Longpré, Paul [1855 - 1911]. Paul de Longpré POSTCARD COLLECTION. (Los Angeles / San Francisco): [Various]: George O. Restall
/ M. Rieder / Newman Post Card Co. / Western Publishing & Novelty
Co., (n. d.). 17 mylar sheaths containing postcards (some with 4, some
with 8), illustrations, newspaper clippings, advertisements, etc. Postcards color illustrated by Paul de Longpré. 11-1/2” x 10-1/8” (binder).
Collection housed inside faux leather black three-ring binder. . Some
wear to binder (title of binder “Postage Stamps of Vatican City”) with
some tape remnant to front. Some rust and age-toning to endpapers
and metal binder rings. Bookplate of Charlotte Tufts to front endpaper
of binder. Some age-toning and wear to postcards, a few written on and
having been mailed. Overall, an About VG collection. [ID: 41150]
Ca. late 19th to early 20th century. 			
This binder is from the estate of a private collector who spent years developing this
archive of autographs and postcards about and by the famous French painter of flowers. He
was also famous for his splendid illustrations of his own mansion and flower gardens when he
moved to Hollywood, California.
In this collection you will find an inscriptionby Longpre that reads “The stars are the
flowers of the sky, The flowers are the stars of the earth”, signed, and an additional autograph
of de Longpre. There are about 50 postcards of mansions, gardens,
tours, his daughter, and other images related to his life. There are 10
lovely floral postcards by the artist, and four full page chromo-lithographic calendar pages. In addition to these illustrated items, you
will find a section of research materials gathered by the collector of
Paul de Longpré’s life.

$450.

16. Cause America can only have
one Lone Eagle...

- AVIATION [Pacific Electric Railway]. Lindbergh, Charles Augustus 1902 - 1974. SEE And
WELCOME COLONEL LINDBERGH To LOS ANGELES. America’s Lone Eagle
- Tuesday, Sept. 20. (Los Angeles): Pacific Electric, (n. d.). Broadside, printed recto
only. Blue and white photographic image of Lindbergh. 17-1/2” x 6”. Blue and orange
lettering printed on beige paper. . Modest wear to edges (slight age-toning to paper),
small chip to top left corner (no losses), small crease to bottom left corner. Withal, a
VG+ example. [ID: 40367]
Ca. 1927. 													
									$225.
Colonel Charles Lindbergh made the 3,600 mile trip from New York to Paris
in 1927 and won instant fame as the first person in history to be in New York one
day and Paris the next. From the beginning, Lindbergh’s fame and success introduced chaos and tragedy into the pilot’s life. A very private family, the Lindberghs
were devastated at the kidnapping and murder of their oldest child Charles Jr. at just
2 years old. So grand was the trial that the pilot and his wife exiled themselves to England the year that the murderer was put to death. Though he steadfastly denounced
“womanizing” in other pilots and men, decades after his death it was found that the
famous “Lone Eagle” had fathered 7 children out of wedlock with three European
mistresses. As public as his private life now is, the man was notoriously outspoken as
an advocate of keeping the US out of world conflict as the country formally entered
WWII. Nevertheless, the pilot strongly supported the war effort after the attack on
Pearl Harbor and flew 50 combat missions in the Pacific Theater of WWII.

Lindbergh had many talents, aviation being just one of them. The
pilot designed a watch that would make navigation easier for pilots
after his transatlantic adventure. He was also a bestselling author, after
his novel “WE” was introduced to the public in 1927 (the same year of
the flight... a very busy man) and was an instant hit. In 1930 Lindbergh invented a perfusion pump known as the “Model T” to make heart
surgeries possible. He strongly advocated developments in science and
aviation. However, he lost much of his popularity during the beginning
of WWII when denouncing the United States’ involvement in the war
- much of his speeches being deemed anti-Semitic. This belief was not
without some sound reasoning, as even in his diary the pilot states that
we must limit our Jewish influence... that it was too bad about a high
level of Jewish percentage in the total population as reactions “invariably occur” because, “a few Jews of the right type are, I believe, an asset
to any country”. Charles Lindbergh died of lymphoma in Maui in August of 1974.
A few statements in regards to the publisher of this welcoming broadside - as a privately owned, mass transit system,
Pacific Electric was probably one of the best-known and most extensive systems in the United States. This Southern California
company consisted of streetcars, light rail, and buses - and was the largest electric railway system in the world by the 1920s.
The railroad itself was created in 1901 by Henry Huntington (a Vice-President of the Southern Pacific Railroad). Huntington
wanted to consolidate travel in Southern California by creating a universal bus, rail and trolley system where tickets could be
interchangeable and therefore travel less hectic.
This handbill advertises Charles Lindbergh’s visit to Los Angeles on September 20, 1927, as part of his 48-state tour of
the country following his historic cross-Atlantic flight. The broadside includes a list of “reduced fares” to Los Angeles; information regarding the parade downtown, as well as the Public Reception at the Los Angeles Coliseum at 3:30pm.
2 institutional holdings located on OCLC (University of Southern CA & Yale). Rare in the trade.

17. I don’t see any Gluten-Free pie crusts...
How Rude

- COOKERY -

[Cookery Book]. ‘By Smith & Swinney, Chemists, Etc.’ Smith, L. M. Lincoln, Abraham [1809 - 1865]; Johnson, Andrew - Subjects. The HOUSE
- KEEPER’S GUIDE And EVERYONE’S HAND - BOOK: Containing
Over Five Hundred New and Valuable Recipes. [bound with] PORTRAITS & BIOGRAPHIES Of The LEADING MILITARY And NAVAL OFFICERS Of The UNITED STATES, Including Those of Presidents Lincoln and Johnson. Cincinnati, Ohio: Wrightson & Company,
Printers, 1868 / 1867. 96; [2], 46 pp. 2nd title illustrated with 19 bust portrait wood engravings. 12mo. 7-1/2” x 4-7/8”. Original publisher’s green
cloth spine over printed buff paper-wrapped boards. . Average wear to
binding. Prior owner signature to ffep. A VG copy. [ID: 41288]

4th Edition, Thirty-Fifth Thousand (Wheaton &
Kelly 2996). Not found in Axford. Cf. Monaghan
734, for the 1865 1st printing of Biographies.
								$245.
Uncommon recipe book first published in 1865, with this 4th edition
adding “a large number of new ones, never before made public ...”.

18. Probably the most times the letter “W”
has ever been used in a sentence

- POTPOURRI Rather, Clif. Rather, Lois [b. 1905] - Printer’s Devil. A JUG Of
WINE, A WATERBED, And WOW! Oakland, California: The
Rather Press, 1971. 47, [1 (blank)] pp. Printed with Cloister Bold
type on “expensive left-overs from past projects.”. Doggie ornaments courtesy of Dan Solo. 8vo. 8-3/4” x 6-5/8”. Steel blue cloth
spine over “special colored papers of various origin, specially
selected to appeal to those recipients who have special interests.”
This particular copy sports a color-printed Playboy cartoon [or
so we think, the rear cartoon signed “Dink Siegel”]. Printed buff
paper dust jacket. . A bit cocked. DJ offset to eps. Mull shows between a couple gatherings. A VG copy in a VG jacket, which shows
some staining at the spine panel base & a chip from front panel
lower edge. [ID: 41352]

1st printing. Limited to 80 cc. 				
$250.
				
Ruminations on all matter of subjects, including printing
& Vietnam, by a rather prolific small press from Oakland, California. NB. Dawson’s acted as sales agent for their previous production, “Women as Printers”. PS. Thank Herb Caen for the title;
read the book to find out why.
Rare in the trade.

19. Searched the store for days for this,
thinking it had been stolen,
before realizing that it was now housed
inside a different-colored slipcase.
Barton, Clara [1821 - 1912] - Inscriber. Gardner, Joseph
[1833 - 1918] - Inscribed to. TROISIEME CONFERENCE
INTERNATIONALE Des SOCIETES De LA CROIXROUGE Tenue a Geneve du 1er Au 6 Septembre 1884.
Compte Rendu. Genève: Au Siège Comité International
de la Croix-Rouge, 1885. xix, [1 (blank)], 444 pp. Text in
French. 4to. Original publisher’s blue cloth binding with silver stamped lettering to spine & front board, accompanied
by an impressed silver & red Red Cross logo. Housed in a
custom chemise & 1/4 leather slipcase with marbled paper
boards. . Volume shows wear & evidence of dampstaining.
Rear hinge paper starting at bottom. An About VG copy.
Chemise & slipcase - Fine. [ID: 41347]
1st edition. PRESENTATION copy, INSCRIBED
from Barton, “To my friend, / Dr. Joseph Gardner / with
sentiments of esteem and cordial regard. / Which words
cannot express. / Clara Barton. / Washington D. C, March
15, 1889.” Further, a 2 line quote by Barton underneath, “As
the best of all fortune has come [squiggly underline] in the
past / My heart only prays that the present may last.” concluded with her “C. B.”.
							
								$4,250.

- NURSING / FOREIGN
LANGUAGE -

Scarce Red-Cross volume, of which OCLC records 5 institutional holdings [none in the US], inscribed to Dr Joseph Gardner, a prominent Indiana citizen and early friend/benefactor of Clara Barton, as well as patron of the recently-formed American Red Cross [founded in 1881, and of which Barton was president when this volume was inscribed].
Barton had a long-standing friendship with the Gardners, with her one-time sectetary Enola Lee, becoming the
3rd Mrs. Joseph Gardner.
In 1893, Dr. Gardner donated a large plot of his
land in Indiana to the American Red Cross, which
Barton envisioned becoming a central-states headquarters/warehouse for the organization. All was to
come to naught however, as the plot was never developed & ulitmately sold to settle back taxes, et al.
Such was to later cause Barton problems, however, as
she was accused of financial
malfeasance, which ultimately contributed to her
1904 retirement from the
Red Cross. Cf. Cavinder,
MORE AMAZING TALES
OF INDIANA, pp. 79 - 80.

Early inscribed Barton material is somewhat uncommon in the trade. We are
pleased to be able to offer this volume, documenting the friendship between these two
civic-oriented individuals.

20. This is more interesting than it looks.
Though that wouldn’t really be all that hard.

- CALIFORNIANA [Bishop, D. M.]. BISHOP’S OAKLAND DIRECTORY For
1881 - 82, Containing a Business Directory, Street Guide,
A Record of the City Government, Its Institutions, Etc.
Also, Directories of Berkeley and Alameda. Oakland / San
Francisco: W. B. Hardy, Bookseller and Stationer / Directory Publishing Co., 518 Clay St., 1881. 3 - 754 pp. Inserted advert [Firemans Fund] after p. 204. 8vo. Original publisher’s
gilt stamped brown cloth spine over printed paper-wrapped
boards. Advert eps.
			 			$350.
1st edition thus, i.e., for this year (Rocq 21). Not
found in Norris. Binding well worn, with spine cloth splitting along joints [cords holding] & board’s printed advert
paper wearing off. Hinge mull showing. A Good copy.

“We take pleasure in presenting to the public the Oakland Directory for 1881-82. It has been our intetion to give
all the information that may be properly included and reasonably looked for in such a work, and to give it with the nearest approach to accuracy. We believe the present volume will be found superior in such information to any of its predecessors, as we have exhausted every source at our command to obtain it, and the few who may possibly miss their names
from its pages have only themselves to blame... The growth of the city has not materially advanced since our last issue,
owing to the depression in trade which has existed over a period of five years. The outlook, however, is somewhat brighter, and hopes are entertained by business men generally of an early revival.” (Preface).

21. Kids, don’t try growing this
moustache at home

- AMERICANA -

Mason, Benjamin F[ranklin. 1852 - 1927]. THROUGH WAR To PEACE.
[Oakland]: Published for the author [printed by the Pacific Press], 1891. [6],
113, [3 (blank)] pp. Frontispiece of the author. Tissue guard. Headpieces. 8vo.
Original publisher’s blue pebbled cloth binding with gilt stamped title lettering to front board. Green floral patterned paper eps.
									$225.
1st edition (Menendez, Civil War Fiction 626; Wright III, 3626). Civil
war fiction, a sequel volume to the author’s “The Village Mystery.”
“But ere long, ever and anon, the calm was
broken by the roar of artillery, and white wreaths
of smoke were seen ascending from the cannon’s
mouth, into the clear, blue sky above the two long,
glittering lines of the contending armies, telling of
the fearful struggle soon to begin!”

NB. Pacific Press attribution from Wright & Menendez [who also assesses the work more
a historical recounting of battles than true, unadulterated fiction].
In either case, uncommon in the trade. Light sunning to spine & front board. A VG+ copy of
this book uncommon in the trade.

22. I love staged photographs. That is all.

- LOCOMOTIVE / COOKERY -

[Photographically Illustrated California Cookery]. MANUAL Of RECIPES And SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS. Union Pacific Railroad. Dining Car & Hotel Department.
Cover title: Dining Car Cook Book and Service Instructions. Los Angeles Limited. The
Streamliner. City of San Francisco. (n. p.): [1946]. Text starts with 12 pages of “permanent” service instructions, followed by 16 sections of recipes, lettered A through P. NB.
The lettering does not correspond to recipe type, e.g., beef is found in the “I” section, and
desserts under in “M”, etc. Illustrated with 40 original tipped in photographs [~ 4” x 5”],
both color & b/w, depicting the train & its amenities, including many portraying food
service & dining facilities. 10” x 7-1/4”. Black vinyl 3-ring binder, with gold title lettering
to front cover. With an attractive flowered cover of a menu from the Los Angeles Limited
fixed to the inside of the front cover. Rear with a reproduction of a 1946 ‘Streamliner, City
of San Francisco’ menu [dated 1946].
												$995.

1st printing presumed, ca late 1940s / early 1950s. Not in Axford, nor Wheaton & Kelly. OCLC records 4 holding institutions. Beginning in 1905 the Los Angeles Limited was the flagship train of the
Union Pacific between Chicago & Los Angeles. As ridership declined,
service finally ended in 1954. OCLC records only three copies and does
not hazard a date other than that of 1954 when UP ceased the trains
operation.

23. Sometimes I wish I knew how to make curries. Then I
realize how much better they will taste at an Indian Restaurant.

- COOKERY -

Hervey, Henrietta A. ANGLO-INDIAN COOKERY At HOME: A
Short Treatise for Returned Exiles. By The Wife of a Retired Indian
Officer. London: Horace Cox, 1895. iv, 43, [1 (blank)] pp. 8vo. 7-1/4” x
4-7/8”. Original publisher’s green cloth binding with gilt stamped title
lettering & price [“1/- Net”] to front board. Custom black cloth clamshell
case with gilt stamped title lettering to red leather onlays to spine & top
lid. General wear, soiling & a few scuffs to binding cloth. Few smudges &
signs of use to text paper. Very Good. [ID: 41624]
1st Edition(Driver 495.1). Not in Axford, nor Cagle.
									$750.
“Anglo-Indian cuisine is the
often distinct cuisine of the Anglo-Indian community in both the
United Kingdom and India... Some
Anglo-Indian dishes derive from
traditional British cuisine, such as
roast beef, modified by the addition
of Indian-style spices, such as cumin and red chillies. Fish and meat
are often cooked in curry form with Indian vegetables. Anglo-Indian
food often involves use of coconut, yogurt, and almonds. Roasts and
curries, rice dishes, and breads all have a distinctive flavour.” [Wiki]
This a quite rare Anglo-Indian cookery book [OCLC locates just one copy in
the US - LoC], which is filled with fascinating recipes from an amalgamation of two
culinary cultures. Dishes found herein include “Raggi” Pudding, “Dhall” Curry,
Fish Molee, Dhobie ‘Ding Dong’ Mock Turtle Soup, ‘Bombay Pudding’ ‘Kulla Kulla’
Chutney, Mango Pickles, ‘How to make Ghee’, ‘How to make Chapaties’, &c, &c.

24. Does anyone else feel like, as wonderful as this
illustration is, that perhaps the previous owner was a
little overzealous in the “ framing” aspect?

- DICKENS -

Dickens, Charles [1812 - 1870]. Currier, Nathaniel [1813 - 1888].
“BOZ”. Lithographed Portrait of Charles Dickens. D. Lawrence, Delt. E. Brown, Jr. Lith. New York: Published by E.
Brown Junr. Printed by N. Currier, New York. 1839. Image - 113/4” x 8-7/8”. Framed: 25” x 19-1/2”. Housed in an attractive gilt
frame.
							$1,500.
Cf. Conningham 643. Image of a young Dickens [bust
aspect, after the “Nickleby Portrait” by Maclise] lithographed
on proof paper & laid down on stiffer stock, measuring 22-1/2”
x 16-3/4”. Quite scarce; the first time we’ve been able to offer
this item. Lithograph paper itself shows a bit of soiling & wear
with mostly vertical stress line [repaired tear?] to right edge
[does not affect image itself]. Stiffer stock shows minor edgewear & some foxing. Frame is Fine.

25. Buy this. It’s Awesome and Amazing and
you know I hardly ever say such things, due to
the damage it could cause my reputation.

- CHILDRENS [Exhibition Catalogue]. [Leaf Book]. Loker, Chris - Curator. Shefrin, Jill Editor. Brian Alderson, Nick Clark, Rachel Eley, Andrea Immel, Justin G.
Schiller, Jill Shefrin, Stuart Bennett & John Windle - Contributors. ONE
HUNDRED BOOKS F AMOUS In CHILDREN’S LITERA TURE. New
York, NY : The Grolier Club, 2014. 318, [10] pp. At rear, an original leaf
from the true first edition of Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. Advertising broadside laid-in. Many color illustrations (some folding)
throughout. 11-1/4” x 8-5/8”. Quarter bound in blue morocco, gilt spine
stamping, marbled paper boards. Blue slipcase.
								$2,250.
1st edition, deluxe issue. LIMITED to 50 copies, this #6. This limited issue, in addition to the leaf from Alice, adds an essay by Windle on the
history of leaf books, and an essay by Bennett on Dutch paper bindings. A
Fine copy in a similar slipcase.

26. The car catalogues are becoming a bit
much, aren’t they?

- AUTOMOTIVE /
FOREIGN LANUGAGE -

[Spanish: Ford Dealer’s Showroom Sample Catalogue]. SI DESEA
ADELANTOS... ADELANTESE CON EL 1941 FORD. [If you
Want to Get Ahead... Get Ahead with the 1941 Ford - Cover Title]. [Dearborn, MI]: Ford Motor Company, 1940. 102, [4 (“Indice
General” - Index)] pp. Many color illustrations throughout. Oblong
format: 9” x 12-5/8”. Stiff black color illustrated covers (night scene
cover illustration of the Ford Super Deluxe grill), comb-bound with
white plastic. Two graduated thumb tabs. Housed in light blue publisher’s envelope, with white string closure and b/w illustration to
upper lefthand corner.
								$475.

		
“Año tras año se construyen en los automóviles factores de mayor valor intrinseco. En
algunos años y en algunos automóviles los adelantos dan un gran salto hacia adelante. Para el Ford el
1941 es uno de esos años.”
Tranlation: “Year after year cars are built of greater intrinsic value factors . Some years
and some car advances give a great leap forward. For 1941, Ford is one of those years.”

No institutional holdings located on OCLC. Rare. Light rubbing and
shelf-wear to covers (slight warping).
Envelope worn and rubbed, some small
tears. A VG+ catalogue in an About VG
envelope.
1st printing. This an exceedingly scarce dealership
showroom catalogue in Spanish for the 1941 Ford passenger models and trucks which were introduced in October of 1940. These models included the Special, the De
Luxe and Super De Luxe sedans, convertible, cabriolet,
Woody Station Wagon, and Coupes, and others. These
cars came equipped with the new 226 cubic inch L-head
straing-6, and rated at 90 horsepower. The 221 cubic inch
V8 remained the standard for the De Luxe and Super
De Luxe models . Ford thoroughly updated their models for the 1941 model year, with wide bodies that nearly
covered the running boards. The front and rear fenders
came in several pieces instead of just one, and were now
more integrated into the body, and pushed the headlights
up and out over the front wheels. Of interest, is that this
Spanish-market catalogue also integrates the 1941 truck
and heavy truck models on the eve of World War II. Those include the 1 ton stake truck, commercial panel trucks and vans, cab-over heavy trucks, and the Heavy Duty Stake among others.

27. If you wanted to know everything about every nursing
training school and hospital in the UK in 1898...
this is the book for you!

- NURSING -

Burdett, Sir Henry [C. 1847 - 1920] - Compiler. BURDETT’S OFFICIAL
NURSING DIRECTORY 1898 Containing an Outline of the Principal
Laws Affecting Nurses, Particulars of Nurse Training Schools in the
United Kingdom and Abroad, Nursing Institutions, Etc., and A DIRECTORY Of NURSES. Compiled and Edited, with the Assistance of a
Small Committee of Medical Men and Matrons. London: The Scientific
Press, [1898]. xi, 599 pp (including eps). Nursing-themed adverts begin &
end the volume. Adverts illustrated with cuts. Crown 8vo. 7-3/8” x 4-7/8”.
Original publisher’s blue vertically-ribbed cloth binding with gilt stamped
lettering to spine & front board. Advert eps. . Slight lean. Spine lightly
sunned. Gilt bright. A VG+ copy. [ID: 41525]

1st printing. 			

$295.

The first volume of this historically important series,
wherein invaluable data will be found on the late 19th C
nursing profession.

28. I find Directories pretty creepy

- AMERICANA Kelley, John G. & Prescott, Joseph D. - Compilers. The VALLEJO DIRECTORY, For the Year Commencing March, 1870. Embracing a General
Directory of Residents of the City of Vallejo, and South Vallejo, and
Business Directory ... Vallejo: Chronicle Newspaper, Book and Job Printing
Establishment. 1870. 2 - 309, [1], xi pp. Endsheets paginated. Adverts first
28 pages & last 11 pages, all printed on colored paper. On page 215 is written above the entry for “Bacon, Francis H.” [which is circled], “Became the
famous actor Frank Bacon.” Map, p. 29. 8vo. 8-7/8” x 5-3/4”. Black leather
spine, gilt title lettering, over printed paper-wrapped boards. Advert eps.
												
							$2,000.
1st edition (Quebedeaux 116; Rocq 14606). Association copy. Per
Quebedeaux, the first published general directory of Vallejo, which includes
the first published local history of the city & environs [pp 35 - 45]. Finally,
this the first full-length book published in Vallejo.

From the library of F. A. Leach, proprietor of
Vallejo Chronicle News, Book & Job Printing Establishment, printer of this directory. On p. 45, at the conclusion of the Vallejo history, Leach
pencils the following note: “The foregoing was written by Dr. P. Vallejo, son of General Vallejo.
[signed]. F. A. Leach”. Spine gilt faded. Modest wear to boards. Front paste-down not affixed
[apparently never glued by binder]. Leaf with pp 171/172 removed [an advert, pink stub in
gutter], leaf with pp. 27/28 [advert] lacking top 2-1/4”, and map leaf with 3/4” x 4” portion torn
away at top towards gutter [affects map ledger, but not map image]. With these imperfections
noted, an otherwise square & tight VG copy with an impeccable provenance.

29. “O throw away your little spoons and measures! For cooking’s lots more fun if you just
guess...” (Unless you make yourself sick)

- POETRY / COOKERY -

Elmer, Minnie & Judith Mosher. Shirley Barker - Illustrator. KITCHEN
SONNETS. (n. p.): Tamalpais Press / The Friends of Minnie Elmer, 1966,
Unpaginated, but 22 leaves. Woodcuts by Barker throughout. 9-1/4” x 6-1/4”.
Beige printed paper wrappers, tied with a white cord.
												
									$95.
1st edition. Limited to 250 copies. INSCRIBED by the printer, Roger Levenson to inside front wrapper. “O throw away your little spoons and
measures! For cooking’s lots more fun if you just guess. I’ve always valued
high among my treasures the recipes that tell you ‘more’ or ‘less’. ‘A pinch of
this,’ ‘a dash of that’ are pleasures. Toward vagueness it is fun to retrogress.
Be carefree in your labors and your leisures; What matter if you sometimes
make a mess?”
6 institutional holdings located on OCLC (Huntington, UC Berkeley, UCLA, UC Santa Cruz, Kansas
State & Texas Woman’s University).
Rare in the trade. Modest wear to wrappers (light
rubbing & age-toning). A VG example.
“Be carefree in your labors and your leisures,/ What matter if you
sometimes make a mess?/ Why worry if the dinner guests are waiting?/
You needn’t think about them in the least./ For all the while their appetites
they’re sating/ With cocktails. When it’s time to serve the feast,/ I can assure
you, they’ll be in the mood/ To think a baked fiasco heavn’ly food!”

30. What is it with people in the 1800s and
excessive amonts of alcohol?

- POTPOURRI -

[19th C. Mss Menu]. BILL Of FARE. Samoset House, Tribou & Gardner. 15th Aug. 1850
WINES. Boston: C. C. P. Moody, Printer, 52 Washington Street, 1850. Single sheet, printed
both sides. Recto with printed oranmental border, within which the day’s Bill of Fare is written. Verso with priced wine list, also inside a printed typographical ornamental border. . Recto
with woodcut image of [presumably] the Somoset House. . 13-3/4” x 4-1/4”. . General age-toning to paper, which is split along the center fold. Minor edge tears. A few water spots. Bottom
edge with crinkle, small tears & creases. Good. . [ID: 41625]
												$500.
“In 1844 the Old Colony Railroad corporation, then building their road from Boston to
Plymouth, bought the estate and built and furnished the Samoset House, which was opened
in 1845, under the management of Joseph Stetson, who was employed by the road for the
purpose. Mr. Stetson was succeeded by James S. Parker and Henry C. Tribou, under the firm
name of Parker & Tribou, who kept it under the direction of the railroad until 1850. In the
year the house and furniture were sold to the Samoset House Association, who leased it until
1878…..” [Davis, Plymouth Memories...]
The day’s fare [32 lines] included Chowder, divers boiled meats, 6 entrées [e.g., “Poissons
Noire Grille”], assorted puddings & pastries, and
for dessert: “nuts, raisens, apples, Ice cream”. The
accompanying priced wine, liquor & beer list is
quite extensive: Madeira [8], Sherry [6], Hock
[4], Champagne [6], Port [2, including a vintage 1840], Claret [8], Liquors [2] & Porter and
Ale [8]. Under the list is a Car schedule between
Plymouth & Boston.
Rare ephemeral primary source document
for a road-side house, providing food & drink
data for mid-19th C New England.

Thank you
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Patience and
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